
WE’RE MANUFACTURING YOU!

Thanks to a donation by a local 

manufacturer, M-TEC at Lake Michigan 

College has two industrial grade 

HARDINGE CNC Lathes. (see pg. 4 )

Koehler Industries Helps 

M-TEC Make Upgrades 
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On December 13, 2011 Lake Michigan 
College and Michigan Works hosted the first 

Manufacturing Forum, bringing together 
community stakeholders representing K-12, 

Career Technical Education, small business 
development, higher education, manufacturing 

consulting expertise, and workforce
development organizations. The event sparked 

discussion about the challenges of developing 
and sustaining a skilled workforce that meets 

local industry needs. 
The group of more than 65 people provided 

their thoughts around strategic areas of the 

workforce pipeline, training and development,

Inaugural Meeting of the  

Manufacturing Forum
infrastructure, as well as public policy and 
regulations that impact business. Attendees also 

provided feedback about what was learned 

through the discussion process. This feedback will 

guide the next steps of developing collaborative 

tactics, activities, and partnerships to promote 

the economic viability and sustainability of our 

manufacturing industry.

“The needs of industry are changing faster 

than ever. We must adapt our training and 

education programs at Lake Michigan College to 

stay ahead of demand. To do this the guidance 

and input from our local private sector is critical 

for the success of students and the local 

economy,” stated LMC President Dr. Robert 

Harrison. (continued on pg. 2)
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Worker pipeline…where will our workforce 

come from

Career paths, awareness, and preparation

Ever evolving definition of skills 

Low skill

Skill mismatches

Just-in-time training needs

Soft skill

Impact of technology and globalization

Topic: Talent Management

Aging workforce  

Outmigration of youth

Left behind workforce

Topic: Diverse Workforce

Increasing participation of minorities,    

veterans 

Topic: Retention of Best Workers

Incumbent workers

Quality initiatives

Apprenticeships

Management/supervisory training

Topic: Infrastructure/Business Climate

List of issues including transportation, 

supply chain, utilities

Regulatory concerns

25% of Jobs in our Region

Concentrated in Manufacturing12/13/2011 Manufacturing 

Forum Discussion topics

MANUFACTURING FORUM CONT.

•Summer camps for

�Students

�Teachers

�Parents

•Dual enrollment

•Career information

•Work-based learning

•Summer academies

•AAS degrees

•Certificate programs

•Industry certifications

•Work-based learning

Manufacturing a Career

See next page for

THEMES
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After collecting and 

reviewing the responses  

from the forum, four main 

themes emerged.

• Marketing & recruiting

• Student, parent, and

teacher access

• Curriculum & training

• Industry topics

The next steps will be to 

focus on these four 

strategic areas to address 

the skilled-labor shortage. 

12/13/2011 

Manufacturing Forum 

Emerging Themes

MANUFACTURING 

FORUM CONT.

What 

are we 

doing 

NOW!
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Machine Tool Technology 

Enrollment up 68%
With help from Michigan Works!, Lake Michigan 

College has begun filling the skilled workforce 

pipeline by recruiting students into manufacturing 

programs. Enrollment has increased 68% in 

Machine Tool Technology when comparing Winter 

2011 semester to Winter (now called Spring) 2012 

semester. Classes at both the Bertrand Crossing 

and M-TEC campuses are completely filled. The 

next step is to CONNECT our students  who need a  

job with local manufacturers.

Koehler Industries Helps 

M-TEC Make Upgrades
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Two Industrial CNC Hardinge Lathes 

being installed by Kandler Machine. 

(Kalamazoo)

In November 2011, Mike Koehler, owner of Koehler 

Industries, donated two CNC Hardinge Lathes. This 

will be the first time Lake Michigan College will be 

able to offer CNC lathe training on industrial-sized 

equipment. In addition to this equipment, LMC 

now has four Milltronic vertical CNC mills, four 

EMCO Maier table top CNC mills, and four EMCO 

Maier CNC table top lathes. Because of this 

upgrade, LMC will be able to provide more relevant 

hands-on training.

What 

are we 

doing 

NOW!

What 

are we 

doing 

NOW!
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Next Steps

Form workgroups for each 

of the four focus areas: 
• Marketing & recruiting

• Student, parent, and teacher 

access

• Curriculum & training

• Industry topics

Develop  a timeline  of action 

items
• Short-term and long-term solutions

• Framework for action

Define resource opportunities
• Determine who the champions are

MANUFACTURING FORUM CONT.

To generate excitement about the career 

and employment opportunities available in 

manufacturing by partnering with industry, 

education, and workforce development. 

Manufacturing Forum Goal

2011-2012 Green 
Fabrication Academy 
students. They are 
building a battery 
operated go-cart.


